
Create space for you and your community to grieve.
As a leader, do not go on with business as usual. This is a stressful time for people.
Engage in the tension, do personal one-on-one check-ins, and plan accordingly.
 

Lead by example; BE the hands and feet of Jesus. 
Help your community in practical ways. Use this time to serve by making a grocery run for
a vulnerable friend, making a meal for a neighbor, sending a letter in the mail, or donating
financial assistance to someone out of work. Invite your community to join you. 
 

Engage in scripture contextually.
Discover studies that respond to the context of the community. Dive into the tension of
scripture and work through the present challenges that you’re facing together. Use the
opportunity to share your hope in Jesus. 

 
Press into your own personal time to Sabbath before
recommending it to others.
It’s been very easy to forget our own need for Jesus in this moment. As a spiritual leader,
make sure you’re giving yourself space and time alone with God by creating healthy
boundaries. 
 

Be flexible and creative. 
Too much dependence on our schedules and frustrations with technology can leave us
distracted from our real microchurch goals of just being present. Find creative ways to
engage in scripture by acting it out or drawing out the passage on a video conference. 
 

Use grounding techniques to stabilize your leadership anxiety.
In your quiet times, create spaces to “ground” yourself by noticing the things about your
situation or your microchurch community that you’re grateful for. 
 

Release the pressure to be a perfect leader. 
Recognize that you’re doing the best you can given the circumstances and be kind with
yourself. Make space routine to reflect on your dreams and write down ministry goals. 

 
Call on your community, using the opportunity to disciple others. 
Bring other people along with you as you serve and have deeper conversations about our
marginalized communities, or combating racism. Lean on your team to help you. 

MICROCHURCH LEADING IN A CRISIS

Questions?  Contact the coaching department for one-on-one training |
Jennifer@StPeteUnderground.com
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